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WHITE PAPER

VDI and session-based 
desktop virtualization:
Making the right choice for your organization

Executive summary:
Small-to-Medium Enterprise (SME) 
and Small-to-Medium Business 
(SMB) customers are looking to 
take advantage of technologies 
such as Desktop Virtualization 
to reduce IT management costs, 
provide better security and 
improve application accessibility. 
Mobility and use of multiple 
devices anytime anywhere 
are becoming increasingly 
important within this segment. 
Desktop virtualization solutions 
designed for the enterprise 
segment involve fairly complex 
deployment architectures and 
implementations. However, small 
and medium-size companies are 
demanding simple, easy to deploy 
and low cost desktop virtualization 
solutions for their end user 
computing environments.

This white paper focuses on 
the overall benefits of desktop 
virtualization, the differences 
between desktop virtualization 
architectures and how to choose 
the right type of architecture 
for an implementation. It also 
describes the benefits of using 
NComputing’s vSpace™ Desktop 
and Application Virtualization 
Platform to achieve higher IT 
simplicity, efficiency and flexibility 
while providing a high quality 
user experience at a lower cost. 
It is intended for IT Managers, 
Architects, Analysts, System 
Administrators and IT Pros who 
are responsible for designing, 
implementing and maintaining 
solutions for desktop and 
application virtualization.

Benefits of desktop virtualization:
Managing employees’ desktops and laptops is a costly and time consuming operational reality for 
IT. Even with today’s modern desktop management tools, applying patches, upgrading applications, 
onboarding new users and maintaining appropriate levels of security on the desktop can be a major 
headache. So IT departments in organizations of all sizes are now turning to desktop virtualization as 
a way to alleviate some of these issues. Some of the core benefits of desktop virtualization for both 
end users and IT include: 

For end-users:
 n Increased flexibility and mobility: 

Users can access their apps and virtual 
desktops from anywhere using various 
devices such as thin clients, mobile 
devices such as tablets, home PCs and 
still get a rich client experience without 
compromising performance.

 n Hardware independence: Users whose 
computers are still running legacy 
operating systems such as Windows XP 
can leverage the enhanced capabilities 
of modern operating systems such 
as Windows 7 running in a virtual 
environment on servers. 

 n Business continuity and disaster recovery: 
Business continuity can be enhanced 
by enabling rapid resolution of desktop 
failures. Once the old computer or thin 
client has been replaced with a new access 
device, the user can log on, access their 
virtual desktop, and continue to work on 
the same documents or apps they were 
working on when the failure occurred, 
with no loss of work. 

For IT:
 n Ease of deployment and management: 

Administrators can easily manage virtual 
desktops from a central location and 
quickly provision them to users as-needed, 
eliminating the need for IT to manage each 
user device independently. 

 n Cost reduction: IT can save on hardware 
costs by using lower-cost thin clients with 
desktop virtualization instead of traditional 
PCs. Thin clients also consume less energy 
and require less maintenance, providing 
further savings on operational expenses.

 n Enhanced security: Sensitive business data 
remains in the datacenter instead of being 
stored locally on end user computers. 

 n Data protection: Since data is not locally 
stored, in case of any disaster data can be 
recovered more quickly, improving uptime 
and the reliability of the system.
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Desktop virtualization architectural approaches: 
Once IT departments decide to look at desktop virtualization as a means to gain these important 
benefits, they will first need to determine which architecture will meet their objectives. There are 
two main types of architectures for virtual desktop computing solutions: 

1. Centralized Virtual Desktop Infrastructure, commonly known as VDI: This architecture uses 
a hypervisor to run a user’s operating system in a virtual machine (VM), decoupling it from the 
PC host hardware. Typically multiple VMs run on servers in a central datacenter, isolating the 
user desktop environment from the physical device, enabling the user to access their virtual 
desktop from any PC or laptop computer or other access device from any location. And since 
the computing resources are centralized, management and maintenance is made easier for IT.  
Examples of VDI-based solutions for desktop virtualization include Citrix XenDesktop, Citrix 
VDI-in-a-Box and VMware Horizon View.

2. Session-based Desktop Virtualization: This architecture allows users to share one virtualized 
server desktop environment in the form of individual sessions instead of separate operating 
environments per user. This shared virtual desktop environment can run on servers in a central 
datacenter or on a physical PC in a workgroup, call center or classroom. A hypervisor is not 
required for small user environments (less than 100) making it extremely simple to setup and 
deploy compared to VDI. In the case of larger deployments, the shared desktop environment 
can run inside a virtual machine on a server, with each VM enabling up to 100 users. Multiple 
VMs on multiple servers can scale a deployment to thousands of users. 

Figure 1: Architectural difference between VDI and Session based virtualization
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Comparing Session-Based Desktop Virtualization and Virtual 
Desktop Infrastructure (VDI) 
The critical difference between session based and virtual desktop architectures is how the operating 
system is used with the virtual desktops. With VDI, each virtual desktop requires a complete, 
independent instance of the host operating system (typically Windows 7) and provides one-to-one 
interaction between the virtualized Operating System (OS) and user. 

With session-based virtualization, a single instance of the operating system (Windows server 
or Linux operating system) is utilized by multiple users, all of whom essentially have their own 
personalized accounts within that instance, providing a one-to-many interaction of one OS and 
multiple users. While the performance and experience for the user is very similar, the administration 
experience is vastly different and it is worthwhile to understand how the differences between the 
two architectures affect them.

Now, the million dollar question: What type of virtualization 
architecture is suitable for YOUR organization?

At NComputing, we believe that “One size does not fit all”
There are several desktop virtualization alternatives in the market; some virtualization solutions were 
designed for large enterprises while NComputing’s vSpace solution was designed for SME and SMB. 
One size does not fit all, simply because an SMB customer attempting to fit a solution designed for 
the Large Enterprise is like fitting a square peg in a round hole and vice versa. In our experience, IT 
Pros and business decision makers in SME/SMB and Large Enterprises have fundamentally different 
requirements and profiles when deciding which IT solutions to purchase. 

Virtual desktop infrastructure(VDI)
 n Each user has their own OS (VM)

 n Applications must be installed on an 
individual OS (VM)

 n VM-based user isolation

 n Citrix XenDesktop, Citrix VDI-in-a-Box, 
VMware Horizon View

Session-based virtualization
 n Multiple users share a single OS

 n Applications are installed on a single 
OS instance

 n Session-based user isolation

 n NComputing vSpace virtualization platform

Large Enterprises
 n  Typically early adopters

 n  Large Enterprises (5,000 – 100,000) 
require a deployment to scale from a few 
thousands to tens of thousands of users

 n  Application and OS complexity is high (the 
range of supported apps is 500 – 15,000)

 n Very heterogeneous user needs for 
task workers, knowledge workers and 
advanced users

 n IT staff will be in the range of 50-500

 n  IT budgets are 10X-100X of SMEs to 
support the business requirements of a 
larger organization

SME and SMB
 n  Not early adopters

 n  SMBs (10-500) and SME (500- 5000) have 
requirements to scale a deployment from a 
few to a few thousand users

 n  Application and OS complexity is low to 
medium ( the range of supported apps will 
vary from 20 – 100)

 n  More homogeneous user needs for task 
workers and knowledge workers

 n  IT staff will be in the range of 2-25

 n  Limited IT budgets
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In addition, the type of users and use cases are also significantly different for every organization. 
For example: Some users (such as tech support or data entry) will have low computing and user 
personalization requirements. In this situation, where centralized applications are accessed by end 
users, session virtualization is an optimal solution because it is low cost, energy efficient and requires 
less computing power in the datacenter.

At the same time there are some users (such as business analysts, graphic designers, doctors, 
software developers, etc.) with specialized requirements for high level computing, user 
personalization and data storage (personal hard-disks). In this case, VDI in conjunction with a 
multimedia capable thin client is an excellent solution, as VDI can deliver a powerful virtual machine 
(VM) along with storage and software resources to meet these user’s specific needs. 

In some situations mobile users (like sales or remote workers) often do not have a constant 
connection to the datacenter, so offline computing is a major requirement. In this situation a mobile 
device (such as a laptop) and an application for synchronizing user data between their device and 
the datacenter is sufficient.

To summarize, while choosing a virtualization solution, user requirements and use cases must be 
considered first and foremost. We’ve developed this chart to help outline those requirements:

Which virtualization technology should I use?

SESSION 
VIRTUALIZATION REQUIREMENTS (USER/IT) WHY?

Use Cases:

• Call center 

• Warehouse 

• Retail store

• Data entry  

• Hotel 

• Students 

• Computer labs

• Internet café

• Access to centralized applications 

• No need to save data locally 

• Low user 
personalization requirements

• Multiple users sharing same 
terminals/end points

• Session-based user isolation

• Multiple users environment

• Low cost 

• Repetitive tasks

• Lower hardware requirements 

• Centralized monitoring & management 

• Confidential information stays in 
the datacenter

• Disaster recovery is fast and reliable 

• High energy efficiency 

• Little to no virtualization expertise 
required

VDI 
VIRTUALIZATION REQUIREMENTS (USER/IT) WHY?

Use Cases:

• Business analysts 

• Graphic designer 

• Software developers

• Doctors

• R&D Staff

• Rich user experience with multiple 
applications running locally

• High user 
personalization requirements

• Higher system performance for 
graphic intensive applications

• Constant high bandwidth connection 
to datacenter

• High storage availability

• Rich hardware support 

• Confidential information stays in the 
datacenter (Data protection)

MOBILE DEVICES 
& SESSION  
VIRTUALIZATION REQUIREMENTS (USER/IT) WHY?

Use Cases:

• Sales Professionals

• Accountants

• Teleworkers / 
Remote workers

• Easy user migration

• Access to data and application 
from anywhere

• Data protection & compliance 

• Users do not need high bandwidth  
connection to access the data

• In case of access device being  lost or 
stolen the data is protected at data 
center 

• Low storage requirement
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Detailed Architectural Overview
 n  Virtual Desktop Infrastructure (VDI): Instead of giving every person their own PC (hardware), 

this architecture takes all of the software components in each PC and moves them to a central 
server (a “host”) comprised of individual virtual machines (“VMs”) or virtual desktops running on 
virtualization software. End users “connect” to these virtual desktops from client devices using 
communication software and an underlying presentation protocol. The client devices used for 
access are typically traditional PCs, thin clients, or “zero” clients. Such VDI deployments require 
that each server hosts a collection of virtual machines, one for each user and each with their 
own instance of the operating system (OS), set of applications, user settings and personal data.  
 
By separating the user’s hardware from their software environment, IT administrators can 
manage all of the virtual machines on a server as a group from one location, instead of having 
to service every PC in every location. Providing individual OS environments to each user allows 
for more user control, greater security and the use of applications that are limited to one user or 
one environment.  
 
For example: Citrix XenDesktop, Citrix VDI-in-a-Box, VMware Horizon View.  

 n  Session-based Virtualization: In this architecture, a single operating system with a set of 
applications installed, is accessible by many users, each working within a personal desktop 
environment (a “session”). End users connect to the server host simultaneously using client 
devices such as traditional PC’s, NComputing thin clients or mobile devices to access their own 
(user specific) desktop environment.  
 
Like in VDI, user personalization settings are controlled using standard user profiles and policies 
that are defined in Microsoft Active Directory. Also similar to VDI, this architecture centralizes 
all of the users’ OS and application environments onto a host server, which greatly simplifies 
management for the administrator.  
 
However: Session-based virtualization goes further by requiring only one OS and one set 
of applications per server, instead of one OS and set of applications for each VM. Most 
common desktop applications are “multi-user aware” and, in general, IT administrators 
have no difficulty meeting this requirement.  
 
The NComputing vSpace virtualization platform uses session-based desktop 
virtualization architecture.

The greatest benefit of the NComputing vSpace virtualization platform is its simple architecture as 
compared to VDI. This enables the following additional benefits:

 n  Higher user density per server – typically 3 to 4 times more user sessions can be supported on a 
single server as compared to the number of VMs in a VDI implementation.

 n  Use of fewer server resources and no additional storage requirements beyond what is required 
for user data and applications. VDI implementations have significant storage requirements to 
support the I/O performance demands.

 n  Greater efficiency in deployment and maintenance.

 n  Simplification of IT management tasks and IT operations to support a session-based 
NComputing vSpace desktop virtualization environment.

 n  Significant savings in time and cost (typically 50% to 70% savings) as compared to a 
VDI deployment.
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Benefit Comparison

To understand the key advantages of the vSpace virtualization platform over VDI implementations, 
we looked at 5 key criteria involved in decision making for solutions of this kind. 

 n  Simplicity: Ease of installation and management requirements

 n  Efficiency: Higher efficiency in managing applications, access and users 

 n  Flexibility: More options in deployment types and scaling configuration 

 n  User experience: Higher quality computing environment through end-to-end 
platform optimization

 n  Costs: Lower acquisition and maintenance costs

Simplicity
vSpace software can be installed on either a physical or virtual machine as an application and 
requires only basic configuration of user accounts, groups, applications and the management server. 
The IT administrator needs to have basic server administration skills but no specific expertise in 
virtualization technologies. 

On the other hand, for VDI deployments, IT staff must have advanced virtualization expertise, as VDI 
applications are an additional layer between the hypervisor (server) and the virtual machines. Each 
client virtual desktop or VM is created in a serial process of:  

 Base image ➡ Template image ➡ Client virtual desktop  

It is then delivered to the end user. As a result, IT staff will need to constantly manage the gold image 
for each template VM and maintain the software/hardware resources. 

Multiple Windows OS images (VM) and multiple sets of Apps

1 set of apps

1 Windows Server OS 

 Blade/Rack servers with Hypervisors running VDI application 1 server (No Hypervisor needed)
running vSpace applications

Additional expensive NAS/SAN storage Virtualization experts Minimal IT staff

Enterprise VDI for 250 users
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Efficiency
vSpace software uses UXP protocol to allow multiple users on one instance of Windows Server 
at the same time without compromising the user experience. With features such as “Fair Share 
CPU Scheduling”, each user is guaranteed similar performance, resulting in higher user density as 
compared to VDI, which allows only one connection per user/desktop. vSpace virtualization requires 
the management of one operating system (OS) and one set of applications for all users and any 
update is immediately available to all users. New users can be added by creating new user accounts 
and profiles and do not require the deployment of a dedicated VM or application environment. 
Lastly, since only keystrokes are transmitted back to the server, the required bandwidth is very low as 
compared to transmitting an entire VM from the server (VDI server).

Flexibility
Servers running the vSpace virtualization platform can easily become part of a cluster and expand 
rapidly with a minimum number of physical or virtual machines. Expanding a VDI grid is expensive 
and typically requires similar hardware for compatibility purposes. Dis-similar hardware may cause 
issues especially in a high availability environment. The vSpace virtualization supports multiple 
operating systems such as Windows (7, 8 or Server 2012) and Linux, whereas VDI solutions mainly 
support Windows operating systems. 

User Experience
The vSpace application with NComputing’s System on Chip (SoC) based L-Series and M-Series thin 
clients, vSpace Soft Client and Mobile software can offer a complete end-to-end virtualization 
solution. It supports user profile roaming, enabling users to login to their personal workspace from 
different devices they use throughout the day. Since everything (hardware and software) is coming 
from one vendor (NComputing), quality and performance are synchronized for each new release. 
VDI deployments depend on third party thin clients running various protocols to deliver the virtual 
desktop, and many of them do not support multimedia rendering. In a VDI deployment, software 
updates are not time-synchronized and often require downtime.

Cost
vSpace deployment and management costs are typically 50% to 70% of that for VDI deployments. 
vSpace requires fewer IT staff hours for management and updates, licensing costs are lower and 
businesses can leverage their existing hardware infrastructure. VDI deployments not only require 
high-end server hardware infrastructure, but also a huge amount of storage to create unique 1:1 
virtual machines and application delivery mechanisms, along with licensing and third party thin 
clients. The resulting cost per desktop delivery is very high. 
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Feature comparison
FEATURE NCOMPUTING VSPACE PLATFORM OTHER VDI SOLUTIONS

SUPPORTED VIRTUAL 
DESKTOP OS

Windows 7, 8, Server 2012 Yes Yes

Ubuntu Linux Yes No

DEPLOYMENT

Virtualization type 1:many User session virtualization 1:1 Desktop virtualization

Virtualization experience needed Basic level Moderate to advanced level

Hypervisor No Hypervisor experience needed Detailed understanding of hypervisor required

Application type Standalone unit or virtual instance Virtual infrastructure

Ease of deployment Simple Complex 

INSTALLATION • Install Windows 2008 R2 OS

• Download and install vSpace Server

• Configure server and user settings

• Test the connection as a user

• Install/configure hypervisor 

• Download and extract the VDI application

• Create and configure the VDI grid

• Create the base windows image

• Create the custom template from the published image

• Assign templates to users, groups, and IP addresses

• Test the connection as a user

Delivery client NComputing soft and thin clients Multivendor thin clients

Delivery protocol UXP Protocol HDX, PC-over-IP (PCoIP), 

Infrastructure maintenance Rarely ( 0-5 IT hrs/month ) Continuous (15 -20 IT hrs/month)

Management software vSpace Management Center (VMC) VDI Manager / Virtual Desktop Manager

MANAGEMENT • Manage cluster

• Manage server (HW resources)

• Manage user sessions

• Windows OS updates

• Manage grid

• Manage servers (HW resources)

• Manage images

• Manage templates

• Hypervisor updates

• VDI security updates

• Windows OS / application updates

SUPPORT

Warranty 1 year 1 year

Technical support Web / KB articles / Phone Web / KB articles / Phone

COST OF 250 USER DEPLOYMENT*

Server/network

$10000 (Standard commercially available servers @ $40 per 
user). For example:

• CPU: Intel Core i5 or i7 (4th  gen) or Intel Xeon Quad 
Core, 3.10 Ghz; RAM: 16 – 32 GB DDR3; Storage: 1 – 2 TB

$25000 (High end rack/blade servers @ $100 per user) 
For example:

• CPU: Dual Intel Xeon, 8 Core, 1.86 Ghz; RAM: 256- 512 GB 
DDR3; Storage: Additional storage server (NetAPP, EMC, 
Nexsan)

Storage system for I/O performance None $250,000 (SAN / NAS / Flash storage @ $1000 per user)

Microsoft  License** $33,250 ( $133 per seat, one-time purchase ) $25,000 ( $100 per seat per year)

Thin Clients ( UXP Protocol for vSpace, 
HDX/PCoIP for VDI )

$44,750, ( $179 per unit ) $75,000 ( $300 per unit)

VDI license $31,000 ( $99 per user for vSpace , $25 per user for VMC ) $50,000 ( $200 per user)

Peripherals ( monitor, keyboard, etc) $37,500 ( $150 each) $37,500 ( $150 each)

TOTAL COST $156,500 $462,500 
Cost per user $626 $1,850 

* Hardware costs are derived from the Gartner report published in July, 2013 ID:G00250192 
** Thin clients require either MS Server + RDS/WS CALs to access sessions or a VDA subscription to access VMs.
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Key takeaways:
 n  A vSpace deployment costs 70% less on average than a VDI deployment, while offering the 

same level of user control over the operating system and applications.

 n  vSpace deployments require less hardware to implement than VDI, resulting in lower CapEX 
and energy costs.

 n  vSpace hosts can be managed using tools already familiar to many administrators and do not 
require specialized training, whereas VDI deployments require virtualization expertise and 
advanced training.

 n  vSpace is the ideal choice for reducing cost and management requirements as its session-based 
virtualization approach supports not just the typical task-worker environment, but can also 
be leveraged for delivering applications remotely to knowledge workers who have their own 
desktop PC / laptops.

 n  Unless there is a specific requirement to give individual users unique versions of the operating 
system or applications, adopting a session-based virtualization solution like vSpace which 
leverages one instance of the OS and applications for multiple users will save significant 
time, cost (acquisition and ongoing) and resources, and is a much quicker time to value for 
organizations.

 n  VDI requires substantial investment and only required if users need significant control of their 
operating system, applications and environment.

Conclusion 
IT departments are turning to desktop virtualization to reduce the cost and resources required 
to manage employees’ desktops and laptops. Among the alternative methods for desktop 
virtualization, the architecture for session-based virtualization drives higher efficiency than the VDI 
architecture because of its use of a single OS and set of applications for multiple users. IT managers 
must consider their user requirements and their use cases in order to decide which solution fits best 
for their environment. The vSpace Desktop and Application Virtualization platform uses the session 
based architecture and drives the benefits of higher IT simplicity, efficiency and flexibility while 
providing a high quality user experience at a lower cost.


